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Part one (14 pts) :Task one : Reading comprehension (7pts)
A / I read the text then I answer the questions (3pts)
1- In which field was Dr Haba specialized ?

Dr Haba was specialised in the field of electronics.
2- Did Dr Haba overcome all the problems in his life?

Yes, he did.
3- What is the most embarrassing event which changed Dr Haba☂s life?

The most embarrassing event which changed Dr Haba☂s life is the birth of his son. He was
born with disability.

4- Dr Haba gave some pieces of advice to students. List them.
- Have a goal and work on it.

- Believe in yourself.
- Evaluate yourself each time.

B/ I pick from the text (4) adjectives describing Dr Haba☂s personality (2pts)
1) patient 2) ambitious 3) Self confident 4) Hard working

C/Lexis: I match each word with its corresponding definition (2pts)

Task two: Mastery of language: (7pts)
A/ I give the correct form of verbs between brackets (.: (3pts)

While Dr Haba was living in New York, he was working on the application of lasers to
microelectronics. His life changed in many ways when he got a disabled child

B/ I add the suffixes ☜ful☝ or ☜less☝ to the words between brackets to form adjectives (2pts)
It☂s never too early to start thinking about your future job. To be a successful person, you

need to determine your future plans and work hard to achieve your dreams. Unlike the
powerless people who just think about the past and do not focus on the prospects and goals.

For sure, studies are stressful but success is tasteful .
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- patents - to succeed in solving a problem.
- to overcome an obstacle - An official document which proves your invention and

your right to use it.
- disability - weak / not satisfactory results.
- Short comings - physical handicap.
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C/ I classify these words according to the pronunciation of their triphthongs (2pts)
higher ♠ hours ♠ employer ♠ slower

Part two: (6pts): I learn to integrate
In the 2nd term exam of English, your teacher asked you to write a paragraph about your

profile. You have to describe your personality and talk about your interests and your dream
job.

So, what did you say? Use the following cues:
a) Present yourself: describe your personality using adjectives
b) What are your interests? Did they affect your choice?
c) Dream job: reasons why you☂ve chosen it.

The pupil should write a paragraph in which he/she :
- Describe his/her personality.
- Talk about his/her interests and dream job.
- What are the reasons for his/her choice.
- Using : adjectives describing personality and giving strong arguments to explain his/her

choice.
- Tenses : present simple and future.

/ aëé / / 黥ëé/ / éué/ / aué /
higher employer slower hours
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